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Overall, The Four Great Temples is both an in-depth introduction to these Buddhist temples and a reminder (if one is
needed) that archaeology is the indispensable servant of history.

Low relief of Seti I performing rituals for the god Amun Ancient Egyptian temples were meant as places for
the gods to reside on earth. These rituals, it was believed, sustained the god and allowed it to continue to play
its proper role in nature. They were therefore a key part of the maintenance of maat , the ideal order of nature
and of human society in Egyptian belief. While it is uncertain how often he participated in ceremonies, the
existence of temples across Egypt made it impossible for him to do so in all cases, and most of the time these
duties were delegated to priests. The pharaoh was nevertheless obligated to maintain, provide for, and expand
the temples throughout his realm. The participation of the general populace in most ceremonies was
prohibited. Much of the lay religious activity in Egypt instead took place in private and community shrines ,
separate from the official temples. As the primary link between the human and divine realms, temples
attracted considerable veneration from ordinary Egyptians. Many demons and household gods were involved
primarily in magical or private religious practice, with little or no presence in temple ceremonies. There were
also other gods who had significant roles in the cosmos but, for uncertain reasons, were not honored with
temples of their own. In Egyptian creation myths , the first temple originated as a shelter for a godâ€”which
god it was varied according to the cityâ€”that stood on the mound of land where the process of creation began.
Each temple in Egypt, therefore, was equated with this original temple and with the site of creation itself.
These temples are traditionally called " mortuary temples " and regarded as essentially different from divine
temples. In recent years some Egyptologists, such as Gerhard Haeny, have argued that there is no clear
division between the two. The Egyptians did not refer to mortuary temples by any distinct name. Their exact
purpose is not fully understood; they may have been meant to unite the king with the gods, elevating him to a
divine status greater than that of ordinary kingship. The largest of them required prodigious resources and
employed tens of thousands of priests, craftsmen, and laborers. This similarity is reflected in the Egyptian
term for the temple lands and their administration, pr, meaning "house" or "estate". These included large tracts
of land beyond the temple enclosure, sometimes in a completely different region than the temple itself. The
most important type of property was farmland , producing grain, fruit, or wine, or supporting herds of
livestock. The temple either managed these lands directly, rented them out to farmers for a share of the
produce, or managed them jointly with the royal administration. Temples also launched expeditions into the
desert to collect resources such as salt, honey, or wild game, or to mine precious minerals. Thus, as Richard H.
Wilkinson says, the temple estate "often represented no less than a slice of Egypt itself". Conversely, when a
temple was founded on empty land, a new town was built to support it. Thus, a king might increase the income
of the temples of a god he favored, and mortuary temples of recent rulers tended to siphon off resources from
temples to pharaohs long dead. Temples were made to either pay rent to the government for the land they
owned or surrender that land to the state in exchange for a government stipend. Most of these shrines were
made of perishable materials such as wood, reed matting, and mudbrick. For the rest of the Old Kingdom,
tomb and temple were joined in elaborate stone pyramid complexes. Other changes came in the reign of
Sneferu who, beginning with his first pyramid at Meidum , built pyramid complexes symmetrically along an
eastâ€”west axis, with a valley temple on the banks of the Nile linked to a pyramid temple at the foot of the
pyramid. The flow of goods from these lands to the central government and its temples helped unify the
kingdom. The pattern of a sanctuary lying behind a pillared hall frequently appears in Middle Kingdom
temples, and sometimes these two elements are fronted by open courts, foreshadowing the standard temple
layout used in later times. New Kingdom pharaohs ceased using pyramids as funerary monuments and placed
their tombs a great distance from their mortuary temples. Without pyramids to build around, mortuary temples
began using the same plan as those dedicated to the gods. Traditional temples were neglected while new Aten
temples, differing sharply in design and construction, were erected. Subsequent pharaohs dedicated still more
resources to the temples, particularly Ramesses II , the most prolific monument-builder in Egyptian history.
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Many of these foreign rulers funded and expanded temples to strengthen their claim to the kingship of Egypt.
Temples focused more on popular religious activities such as oracles, animal cults , and prayer. Ancient
Egyptian architecture Stone construction in a temple wall Temples were built throughout Upper and Lower
Egypt , as well as at Egyptian-controlled oases in the Libyan Desert as far west as Siwa , and at outposts in the
Sinai Peninsula such as Timna. In periods when Egypt dominated Nubia, Egyptian rulers also built temples
there, as far south as Jebel Barkal. The temple axis might also be designed to align with locations of religious
significance, such as the site of a neighboring temple or the rising place of the sun or particular stars. The
Great Temple of Abu Simbel , for instance, is aligned so that twice a year the rising sun illuminates the statues
of the gods in its innermost room. Most temples were aligned toward the Nile with an axis running roughly
eastâ€”west. These rites were conducted, at least in theory, by the king as part of his religious duties; indeed,
in Egyptian belief all temple construction was symbolically his work. Each stone was dressed to fit with its
neighbors, producing cuboid blocks whose uneven shapes interlocked. In decorating these surfaces, reliefs
were carved into the stone or, if the stone was of too poor quality to carve, a layer of plaster that covered the
stone surface. In the course of these additions, they frequently dismantled old temple buildings to use as fill
for the interiors of new structures. Such expansion and dismantling could considerably distort the original
temple plan, as happened at the enormous Precinct of Amun-Re at Karnak, which developed two intersecting
axes and several satellite temples. Cavetto cornices at the tops of walls, for instance, were made to imitate
rows of palm fronds placed atop archaic walls, and the batter of exterior walls, while partly meant to ensure
stability, was also a holdover from archaic building methods. In the fully developed pattern used in the New
Kingdom and later, the path used for festival processionsâ€”a broad avenue punctuated with large
doorsâ€”served as this central axis. Beyond the temple building proper, the outer walls enclosed numerous
satellite buildings. The entire area enclosed by these walls is sometimes called the temenos , the sacred
precinct dedicated to the god. Many temples, known as hypogea , were cut entirely into living rock, as at Abu
Simbel, or had rock-cut inner chambers with masonry courtyards and pylons, as at Wadi es-Sebua. They used
much the same layout as free-standing temples but used excavated chambers rather than buildings as their
inner rooms. In some temples, like the mortuary temples at Deir el-Bahari , the processional path ran up a
series of terraces rather than sitting on a single level. The Ptolemaic Temple of Kom Ombo was built with two
main sanctuaries, producing two parallel axes that run the length of the building. The most idiosyncratic
temple style was that of the Aten temples built by Akhenaten at el-Amarna , in which the axis passed through
a series of entirely open courts filled with altars. Yet the temple could also represent the world itself. The
processional way could therefore stand for the path of the sun traveling across the sky, and the sanctuary for
the Duat where it was believed to set and to be reborn at night. The space outside the building was thus
equated with the waters of chaos that lay outside the world, while the temple represented the order of the
cosmos and the place where that order was continually renewed. The sanctuary was the focus of temple ritual,
the place where the divine presence manifested most strongly. The form in which it manifested itself varied. In
Aten temples and traditional solar shrines , the object of ritual was the sun itself or a benben stone representing
the sun, worshipped in a court open to the sky. The secondary chapels in mortuary temples were devoted to
gods associated with kingship. Many of these rooms were used to store ceremonial equipment, ritual texts, or
temple valuables; others had specific ritual functions. The room where offerings were given to the deity was
often separate from the sanctuary itself, and in temples without a barque in the sanctuary, there was a separate
shrine to store the barque. By the New Kingdom they typically lay directly in front of the sanctuary area. New
Kingdom halls rose into tall central passages over the processional path, allowing a clerestory to provide dim
light. In later periods, the Egyptians favored a different style of hall, where a low screen wall at the front let in
the light. The columns could also be equated with the pillars that held up the sky in Egyptian cosmology.
These open courts, which had been a part of Egyptian temple design since the Old Kingdom, became
transitional areas in the standard plan of the New Kingdom, lying between the public space outside the temple
and the more restricted areas within. Here the public met with the priests and assembled during festivals. At
the front of each court was usually a pylon , a pair of trapezoidal towers flanking the main gateway. Unlike
pylons, such flags had stood at temple entrances since the earliest Predynastic shrines. They were so closely
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associated with the presence of a deity that the hieroglyph for them came to stand for the Egyptian word for
"god". This pattern may have been meant to evoke the mythological waters of chaos. Sacred lakes found in
many temple enclosures served as reservoirs for the water used in rituals, as places for the priests to ritually
cleanse themselves and as representations of the water from which the world emerged. The house of life also
functioned as a general center of learning, containing works on non-religious subjects such as history,
geography, astronomy , and medicine. The path was frequently decorated with sphinx statues and punctuated
by barque stations, where the priests carrying the festival barque could set it down to rest during the
procession. The processional path usually ended in a quay on the Nile, which served as the entrance point for
river-borne visitors and the exit point for the festival procession when it travelled by water. Art of ancient
Egypt Decoration on doorframes and ceilings at Medinet Habu The temple building was elaborately decorated
with reliefs and free-standing sculpture, all with religious significance. As with the cult statue, the gods were
believed to be present in these images, suffusing the temple with sacred power. It was unimportant that he was
rarely present for these ceremonies; it was his broader role as intermediary with the gods that mattered. Bas
relief allowed more subtle artistry but involved more carving than sunken relief. Sunken relief was therefore
used on harder, more difficult stone and when the builders wanted to finish quickly. It includes calendars of
festivals, accounts of myths, depictions of rituals, and the texts of hymns. Pharaohs recorded their
temple-building activities and their campaigns against the enemies of Egypt. The lowest registers were
decorated with plants representing the primeval marsh, while the ceilings and tops of walls were decorated
with stars and flying birds to represent the sky. The pylon showed the "smiting scene", a motif in which the
king strikes down his enemies, symbolizing the defeat of the forces of chaos. Some texts were written in a
"cryptographic" form, using symbols in a different way than the normal conventions of hieroglyphic writing.
Cryptographic text became more widespread and more complex in Ptolemaic times. Temple walls also
frequently bear written or drawn graffiti , both in modern languages and in ancient ones such as Greek , Latin ,
and Demotic , the form of Egyptian that was commonly used in Greco-Roman times. Ancient graffiti, for
instance, often mention the names and titles of priests who worked in the temple, and modern travelers often
inscribed their names in temples that they visited. Statues of the king, which were similarly placed, also
reached colossal size; the Colossi of Memnon at the mortuary temple of Amenhotep III and the statue of
Ramesses II at the Ramesseum are the largest free-standing statues made in ancient Egypt. The most numerous
statues were votive figures donated to the temple by kings, private individuals, or even towns to gain divine
favor. They could depict the god to whom they were dedicated, the people who donated the statue, or both. As
temple decoration illustrates, all ceremonies were, in theory, acts by the king, and priests merely stood in his
place. In fact, in the Old and Middle Kingdoms most priests were government officials who left their secular
duties for part of the year to serve the temple in shifts. Lesser appointments he delegated to his vizier or to the
priests themselves.
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This was the period when Buddhism experienced its initial flowering in the country and the time when Asukadera,
Kudara Odera, Kawaradera, and Yakushiji (the Four Great Temples as they were called in ancient texts) were built.

June 12, For 3, years, it sat on the west bank of the Nile River, between the first and second cataracts of the
Nile. However, in a remarkable feat of engineering, the temple complex was dismantled and rebuilt on a
higher hill to make way for the Aswan High Dam in the s. Built in B. The larger of the two temples contains
four colossal statues of a seated pharaoh Ramesses II B. The entranceway to the temple was built in such a
way that on two days of the year, October 22 and February 22, sunlight shines into the inner sanctuary and
lights up three statues seated on a bench, including one of the pharaoh. Historians think these dates mark his
coronation and birth. Thousands of tourists typically flock to the temples to watch the phenomenon and
participate in the celebrations. In addition, Abu Simbel has a second, smaller, temple that may have been built
for queen Nefertari. Its front includes two statues of the queen and four of the pharaoh, each about 33 feet 10
meters in height. Each is set between buttresses carved with hieroglyphs. While the site was built by an
Egyptian ruler, and is located within modern-day Egypt, in ancient times the place it was located in was
considered part of Nubia, a territory that was at times independent of ancient Egypt. Moving the temple Abu
Simbel survived through ancient times, only to be threatened by modern progress. Because the site would soon
be flooded by the rising Nile, it was decided that the temples should be moved. The area where they were
originally located is now flooded. Hawass notes that moving the temples was a massive job, one that involved
cutting it into pieces between 3 to 20 tons in weight and re-assembling them precisely as they were. He battled
another empire called the Hittites at the Battle of Qadesh also spelled Kadesh in Syria and also launched
campaigns into Nubia. He bragged about his accomplishments, embellishing Abu Simbel with scenes from the
Battle of Qadesh. One image carved in the great temple at Abu Simbel shows the king firing arrows from his
war chariot and supposedly winning the battle for the Egyptians. It was a blustery display for a battle that
modern-day historians agree ended in a draw. Later, Ramesses II would make a peace treaty with the Hittites
and cement it by marrying a Hittite princess, an event marked in a stela at Abu Simbel. And two of the finest
temples he built were at Abu Simbel. Two of the four seated statues at the entrance. All four depict Ramesses
II. Zecchi notes that the four seated statues of the pharaoh, at the entrance, show the ruler wearing a short kilt,
nemes headdress, double crown with cobra and false beard. The first room is an atrium made up of eight
pillars, four on each side, that Zecchi notes depicts Ramesses II in the guise of the god Osiris. The atrium also
has now empty storerooms on its sides. Researchers have noted that on two days of the year October 22 and
February 22 all these statues, except for Ptah who is associated with the underworld , are bathed in sunlight.
The Small Temple As mentioned earlier, the smaller temple at Abu Simbel has, outside its entrance, four
statues of pharaoh and two of his bride, Nefertari. Each statue is about 33 feet 10 meters tall, a buttress in
between each of them. The interior of the temple is simpler than that of the great temple. It contains six pillars
that show depictions of the goddess Hathor. Rediscovery At some point the temples were abandoned and, in
the period afterwards, were covered with sand, the great colossi gradually disappearing into the desert. Hawass
notes that Johann Ludwig Burckhardt noted the existence of the site in Then, in , a circus strongman named
Giovanni Belzoni uncovered the buried entrance to the great temple. This entrance, which was precisely
aligned with the sun so as to light up three of the statues within for two days of the year, now saw light once
again.
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Temple of the Four Great Gods is a religious institution established throughout the various cities and nations of the New
World.

It was completed in the 24th year of the rule of Ramesses the Great about BC. It was built for the gods Amun ,
Ra-Horakhty , and Ptah , as well as for Rameses himself, who was treated as a god. The facade of the temple
has four 20 meter tall statues of the pharaoh with the double Atef crown of Upper and Lower Egypt. The
facade is 35 meters wide. Across the top is a frieze with 22 baboons. The baboons have their hands raised to
welcome the rising sun at dawn. The statue on the left of the entrance was damaged in an earthquake soon
after it was built. Next to the legs of the large statue, there are others no higher than the knees of the pharaoh.
Above the entrance is a bas-relief with two images of the king praising the falcon -headed Ra Harakhti. A stele
on the facade records the marriage of Ramesses with a daughter of king Hattusili III , which sealed the peace
between Egypt and the Hittites. Like most Egyptian temples it has a triangle shaped layout inside. The rooms
become smaller in size from the entrance to the sanctuary. The temple has a complicated and unusual structure
with many side chambers. The hypostyle hall sometimes also called a pronaos is 18 meters long and It is
supported by eight huge Osirid pillars. These show Ramesses as a god, with Osiris , the god of the
Underworld. This shows the unending nature of the pharaoh. The big statues along the left-hand wall have the
white crown of Upper Egypt , while those on the opposite side are wearing the double crown of Upper and
Lower Egypt pschent. They show the Battle of Kadesh , on the Orontes river, in present-day Syria , where
Ramesses fought against the Hittites. This has four pillars covered with beautiful scenes of offerings to the
gods. Ramesses and Nefertari are seen with the sacred boats of Amun and Ra-Harakhti. This hall leads to
another room which is the way in to the sanctuary. On a back wall are rock cut sculptures of four seated
figures: Ra-Horakhty , Amun Ra and Ptah were the main gods during this time and their cult centers were at
Heliopolis , Thebes and Memphis respectively. This would light up the sculptures on the back wall, except for
the statue of Ptah , the god linked with the Underworld , who always remained in the dark. However, there is
no evidence to support this. October 22 is 60 days before the solstice and February 20 is 60 days after the
Solstice. The image of the king would get energy from the sun, and Ramesses the Great could take his place
next to Amun Ra and Ra-Horakhty. The facade is cut into solid rock, with two groups of very large statues on
either side of the large gateway. The statues, slightly more than ten meters high, are of the king and his queen.
On the sides of the entrance are two statues of the king, one wearing the white crown of Upper Egypt and the
other with double crown. On sides of these are statues of the queen and the king. The gods Set left and Horus
right blessing Ramesses in the small temple at Abu Simbel This is the only example in Egyptian art where the
statues of the king and queen are equal size. Ramesses went to Abu Simbel with his wife in the 24th year of
his rule. There are small statues of princes and princesses next to their parents. On the south side they are
facing them from left to right , princes Meryatum and Meryre, princesses Meritamen and Henuttawy, and
princes Rahirwenemef and Amun-her-khepeshef. On the north side the same figures are in reverse order. The
plan of the Small Temple is a simple copy of the Great Temple. The hypostyle hall or pronaos is supported by
six pillars. They show scenes with the queen playing the sinistrum an instrument sacred to the goddess Hathor
, together with the gods Horus , Khnum , Khonsu , and Thoth , and the goddesses Hathor, Isis , Maat , Mut of
Asher, Satis and Taweret. In one scene Ramesses is presenting flowers or burning incense. The bas-reliefs in
the hall show Ramesses becoming a god. There are scenes of the king with his wife defeating his enemies.
Another scene shows the queen making offerings to the goddess Hathor and Mut. On the south and the north
walls of this room there are scenes of the king and his wife giving papyrus plants to Hathor. Hathor is shown
as a cow on a boat sailing through papyri plants. This room leads to the sanctuary and two side rooms. The
sanctuary has bas-reliefs on the side walls with scenes of offerings to various gods made either by the pharaoh
or the queen. Queen Nefertari is closely linked to this goddess. The Pharaoh should be the only celebrant in
daily religious ceremonies performed in different temples throughout Egypt. In reality, the high priest also
played that role. A priest, like the king, needed education in art and science. Reading, writing, engineering,
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arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, space measurement, time calculations, were all part of this learning. The
priests of Heliopolis, for example, became guardians of sacred knowledge and were seen as wise men. In
popular culture[ change change source ] The hypostyle hall of the Great Temple, with eight Osiris pillars.
Team America mistakenly blows up the temple when they miss fleeing terrorists in Team America: The
temple is a playable tomb in The Sims 3: In the video game TimeSplitters , the entrance to the tomb in the first
level â€” " Tomb" â€” looks like Abu Simbel. It is one of the locations in the movie Valley of the Kings.
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The Four Great Temples gives the first detailed account in the English language of these excavations. In his detailed
analyses of each of the four temples, McCallum considers historiographical issues, settings and layouts, foundations,
tiles, relics, and icons and allows readers to follow their chronological evolution.

When the Rebel Alliance set-up their base, the outer surface of the Massassi Temple was left as untouched as
possible. Interior chambers, however, were roughly hewn by the Rebels prior to being filled in with chambers
and a main central lift cluster. The base was powered by a generating station composed of stolen Imperial Star
Destroyer reactor components two kilometers from the temple. On the level below, the central chamber was
outfitted by the Alliance as the War Room, later re-named as the Strategy Center by the Jedi: The surrounding
rooms on this level, used as stores and technical workshops by the Alliance, were converted by the Jedi to
meeting-rooms, communications and computing bays, and kitchens and dining halls. The hangar bay of the
Rebel base The lowest level of the temple was used by the Rebels and the Jedi alike as a vast hangar bay to
store starfighters and other vehicles; there was also a second hangar beneath, plus cellars and catacombs that
remained largely unused in both phases of reoccupation. Access to the hangar was by a set of ground-level
blast-doors, opening out onto a landing pad. An overlook was available across a canyon. The entrance faced a
clearing, while a river now flowed close to the temple along the other two sides. Also during this time, a room
known as the Hall of Judgment was built within the temple. The Jedi divided some spaces into sleeping and
refresher units for the students, and hanged heavy drapes above the window holes. However, heavy storms
would arise every few months, and rain would whip through the jungle while the temperature dropped
significantly. When that happened, the drapes kept the temple dry and warm. A matte painting based on a
concept art by Ralph McQuarrie was also used to portray the front entrance of the Great Temple. Princess Leia
was imprisoned here, and Annikin Starkiller and his Wookee allies attempted to free her, but she had already
been sent to the Imperial space fortress. The building became the "Massassi Outpost" and a Rebel base in the
second draft of the story. In the s early series of comics Classic Star Wars , which was drawn by Al
Williamson , the Great Temple closely resembled some of the real monuments found on the site of Tikal,
especially the shrine summit of the Temple IV , with only two levels and a rectangular base. While both
Galaxy Guide 2: Galactic Battlegrounds [28] and Star Wars: Rebel Strike portrayed it as a truncated cone, [29]
and Inside the Worlds of Star Wars Trilogy had it standing on an octogonal base. Battlefront and in Star Wars:
Battlefront II , the station was depicted as being a small, grim-looking hangar with a control room in the back.
Jedi Academy , it was depicted as having a more elaborate interior, with hangars, training rooms, and the
Grand Audience Chamber. Rebel Strike , it was seen as containing a large hangar, and many rooms, including
the room where Princess Leia and other Rebel leaders were stationed during the Battle of Yavin.
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his detailed analyses of each of the four temples, McCallum considers historiographical issues, settings and layouts,
foundations, tiles, relics, and icons and allows readers to follow their chronological evolution.

Construction of the temple complex started in approximately BC and lasted for about 20 years, until BC.
Rediscovery[ edit ] With the passage of time, the temples fell into disuse and eventually became covered by
sand. By the 6th century BC, the sand already covered the statues of the main temple up to their knees. The
temple was forgotten until , when Swiss orientalist Jean-Louis Burckhardt found the top frieze of the main
temple. Burckhardt talked about his discovery with Italian explorer Giovanni Belzoni , who travelled to the
site, but was unable to dig out an entry to the temple. Belzoni returned in , this time succeeding in his attempt
to enter the complex. On moving the temple, it was decided to leave it as the face is missing. In , an
international donations campaign to save the monuments of Nubia began: One scheme to save the temples was
based on an idea by William MacQuitty to build a clear fresh water dam around the temples, with the water
inside kept at the same height as the Nile. There were to be underwater viewing chambers. However the
proposal, though acknowledged to be extremely elegant, was rejected. Between and , the entire site was
carefully cut into large blocks up to 30 tons, averaging 20 tons , dismantled, lifted and reassembled in a new
location 65 meters higher and meters back from the river, in one of the greatest challenges of archaeological
engineering in history. Today, a few hundred tourists visit the temples daily. Guarded convoys of buses and
cars depart twice a day from Aswan, the nearest city. Many visitors also arrive by plane at an airfield that was
specially constructed for the temple complex. The complex consists of two temples. View of the partially
excavated Great Temple from the right, with a human figure for scale Front view of the Great Temple before
Interior of the Great Temple, before cleaning Interior of the Great Temple, after cleaning Human figures
standing at the entrance to the Great Temple, sometime before The Great Temple at Abu Simbel, which took
about twenty years to build, was completed around year 24 of the reign of Ramesses the Great which
corresponds to BC. It was dedicated to the gods Amun , Ra-Horakhty , and Ptah , as well as to the deified
Rameses himself. Four colossal 20 meter statues of the pharaoh with the double Atef crown of Upper and
Lower Egypt decorate the facade of the temple, which is 35 meters wide and is topped by a frieze with 22
baboons, worshippers of the sun and flank the entrance. The statue to the left of the entrance was damaged in
an earthquake, leaving only the lower part of the statue still intact. Next to the legs of the colossi, there are
other statues no higher than the knees of the pharaoh. The entrance itself is crowned by a bas-relief
representing two images of the king worshipping the falcon -headed Ra Harakhti, whose statue stands in a
large niche. The facade is topped by a row of 22 baboons , their arms raised in the air, supposedly worshipping
the rising sun. Another notable feature of the facade is a stele which records the marriage of Ramesses with a
daughter of king Hattusili III , which sealed the peace between Egypt and the Hittites. The inner part of the
temple has the same triangular layout that most ancient Egyptian temples follow, with rooms decreasing in
size from the entrance to the sanctuary. The temple is complex in structure and quite unusual because of its
many side chambers. The hypostyle hall sometimes also called a pronaos is 18 meters long and The colossal
statues along the left-hand wall bear the white crown of Upper Egypt , while those on the opposite side are
wearing the double crown of Upper and Lower Egypt pschent. Much of the sculpture is given to the Battle of
Kadesh , on the Orontes river in present-day Syria , in which the Egyptian king fought against the Hittites.
This hall gives access to a transverse vestibule in the middle of which is the entrance to the sanctuary. Here,
on a black wall, are rock cut sculptures of four seated figures: Ra-Horakhty , Amun Ra and Ptah were the main
divinities in that period and their cult centers were at Heliopolis , Thebes and Memphis respectively. People
gather at Abu Simbel to witness this remarkable sight, on October 21 and February There is no direct
evidence to support this. This image of the king was enhanced and revitalized by the energy of the solar star,
and the deified Ramesses the Great could take his place next to Amun Ra and Ra-Horakhty. Those who spoke
foreign tongues Greek and Carians who also scratched their names on the monument were led by Potasimto ,
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the Egyptians by Amasis. This was in fact the second time in ancient Egyptian history that a temple was
dedicated to a queen. The first time, Akhenaten dedicated a temple to his great royal wife, Nefertiti. The
statues, slightly more than ten meters high, are of the king and his queen. On either side of the portal are two
statues of the king, wearing the white crown of Upper Egypt south colossus and the double crown north
colossus ; these are flanked by statues of the queen. The gods Set left and Horus right blessing Ramesses in
the small temple at Abu Simbel Remarkably, this is one of very few instances in Egyptian art where the
statues of the king and his consort have equal size. Ramesses went to Abu Simbel with his wife in the 24th
year of his reign. As the Great Temple of the king, there are small statues of princes and princesses next to
their parents. In this case they are positioned symmetrically: The plan of the Small Temple is a simplified
version of that of the Great Temple. Nefertari offering sistrums to seated goddess Hathor , frieze inside the
Small Temple As the larger temple dedicated to the king, the hypostyle hall or pronaos is supported by six
pillars; in this case, however, they are not Osiris pillars depicting the king, but are decorated with scenes with
the queen playing the sistrum an instrument sacred to the goddess Hathor , together with the gods Horus ,
Khnum , Khonsu , and Thoth , and the goddesses Hathor, Isis , Maat , Mut of Asher, Satis and Taweret ; in
one scene Ramesses is presenting flowers or burning incense. The bas-reliefs in the pillared hall illustrate the
deification of the king, the destruction of his enemies in the north and south in this scenes the king is
accompanied by his wife , and the queen making offerings to the goddess Hathor and Mut. On the south and
the north walls of this chamber there are two graceful and poetic bas-reliefs of the king and his consort
presenting papyrus plants to Hathor, who is depicted as a cow on a boat sailing in a thicket of papyri. The rock
cut sanctuary and the two side chambers are connected to the transverse vestibule and are aligned with the axis
of the temple. The bas-reliefs on the side walls of the small sanctuary represent scenes of offerings to various
gods made either by the pharaoh or the queen. In theory, the Pharaoh would have been the only celebrant in
daily religious ceremonies performed in different temples throughout Egypt. In reality, the high priest also
played that role. To reach that position, an extensive education in art and science was necessary, like the one
pharaoh had. Reading, writing, engineering, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, space measurement, time
calculations, were all part of this learning. The priests of Heliopolis, for example, became guardians of sacred
knowledge and earned the reputation of wise men. Climate data for Abu Simbel Month.
6: Abu Simbel: The Temples That Moved
Donald McCallum seeks in this volume to restore the four great temples to their proper place in the history of Japanese
Buddhism and Buddhist www.enganchecubano.com his detailed analyses of each of the four temples, McCallum
considers historiographical issues, settings and layouts, foundations, tiles, relics, and icons and allows readers to follow
their chronological evolution.

7: Four Great Shrines and Temples of Nikko | TripleLights
the list of four great temples. Today, the original four are all archaeological sites, although Asukadera survives at its
original location, consisting of little more.

8: Great Temple (Yavin 4) | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Few periods in Japanese history are more fascinating than the seventh century. This was the period when Buddhism
experienced its initial flowering in the country and the time when Asukadera, Kudara Odera, Kawaradera, and Yakushiji
(the "Four Great Temples" as they were called in ancient texts) were built.

9: Egyptian temple - Wikipedia
Overall, The Four Great Temples is both an in-depth introduction to these Buddhist temples and a reminder (if one is
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needed) that archaeology is the indispensable servant of history. 10 people found this helpful.
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